
Guarding 
systems

Universal 
communicators

HW of the 
receiving side

Transmission and reception systems
Smart systems that will facilitate your work  
and support trouble-free communication

products that will 
facilitate your  

communication
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On-line guarding systems

ActiveTrack 
On-line guarding system with GPS

a RFID sensor
a High-quality A-GPS, IP 67  

ingress protection class
a Geo-fencing option
a Voice call function option
a Panic key, dead man function
a Premium product in the field of guarding 

checks and the provision of guard services

ActiveGuard 
On-line guarding system

a RFID sensor
a Robust design
a IP 67 ingress protection class
a Voice call function option
a Panic key, dead man function
a Premium product in the field  

of guarding checks and the  
provision of guard services

JABLONET PRO
Professional 
monitoring 
software

JABLOTRON ARC
The easiest 

way 
to monitoring



Universal communicators

GC-20 
Universal GPRS/GSM communicator

a CID format transmission
a GSM as a backup route
a Possibility of remote configuration
a Primary and backup IP address
a Control of outputs from ARC
a Remote configuration
a 4 inputs + 2 outputs
a Excellent service life and quality

PX200N
Universal GPRS/GSM communicator

a CID format transmission
a GSM as a backup route
a Possibility of remote configuration
a Primary and backup IP address
a Control of outputs from ARC
a 8 inputs + 2 outputs
a Variant with loop balancing
a Excellent service life and quality

EX-20
Universal LAN communicator

a CID format transmission
a Control of outputs from ARC
a Primary and backup IP address
a Remote configuration
a 4 inputs + 2 outputs
a Excellent service life and quality

TwinCom 
Universal communicator

a LAN as the primary route
a GPRS and SMS as a backup route
a SIA DC-09 and CID format transmission
a 4+2 format transmission
a Primary and backup IP address
a Remote configuration
a Two balanced programmable inputs
a Excellent communication security

GSM 
Wavecom COM modem

a Allows you to receive or send SMS
a Suitable for virtualizing platforms
a Industrial design
a Can be used for dialling from ARC
a Security - one modem is intended  

for each driver

GSM 
Wavecom USB modem

a Allows you to receive or send SMS
a Used if there are not enough COM ports
a Easy installation
a No external power supply necessary
a Security - one modem is intended  

for each driver

HW of the receiving side

GSM 
Cinterion COM modem

a Allows you to receive or send SMS
a Very sensitive GSM module
a Suitable for virtualizing platforms
a Security - one modem is intended  

for each driver

EXSA Decrypta 4 
- phone card

a Premium Canadian phone card
a Two lines
a Support of communication reception  

in the SIA format
a Clip detection
a Security - resistant to interference


